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1. Introduction 
The investigation of variâtes in contingency tables (which need 
not be orthogonal) often gives rise to a partition of the experimental 
result in components each illuminating one aspect of the problem in 
question. This is here expressed in terms of vectors. Compare Kuiper 
[9]. 
Our presentation is perhaps more transparent than previous papers 
dealing with similar subjects: Fisher [3], Fog [4], Irwin [6], Lancaster 
[10], [12], [13]. Moreover our method is general; hence it can be applied 
also to more intricate cases. Our results can be applied in genetics, 
which in fact motivated our research. This is why we give an intro-
ductory section (Sec. 2) on genetics. 
2. Genetics 
We consider externally perceptible properties of individuals (plants, 
animals), like the colour (green or yellow) of seeds, or of eyes (brown or 
blue) of men. Each property to be considered is determined by genes 
of only one locus, dominant A and recessive a, such that the only 
possible distinction with respect to that property is dominant (AA or 
Aa) or recessive (aa). 
We assume that the choice of a paternal gamete by a zygote is 
stochastically independent of the choice of a maternal gamete. More-
over we assume equal viability for every combination of gametes. 
Then it follows that crossing individuals Aa with each other will 
produce zygotes having the dominant and the recessive form of the 
property with probabilities f and J respectively. 
We consider a second property and locus with genes B and b. If 
this locus is on a chromosome different from that carrying A and a, 
the dominance or recessivity will be independent for the two considered 
properties. 
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Crossing such individuals Aa/Bb with each other yields zygotes 
with probabilities as mentioned in the following table: 
(1) 
B 
j) 
A 
9 
16 
3 
16 
a 
3 
16 
1 
16 
where the capitals and lower case denote the dominant and recessive 
phenotypes respectively. The column and row totals represent the 
chances of the dominant and the recessive forms of the first and the 
second property respectively. 
If both loci occur on the same chromosome and crossing-over does 
not take place, the gametes of an individual Aa/Bb are only AB and 
ab with equal probabilities. Crossing such individuals with each other 
produces zygotes for which the following table of probabilities appears: 
(2) 
In a similar way crossing individuals Aa/bB with gametes Ab and aB 
yields: 
B 
b 
A a 
! o 
0 i 
B 
b 
A a 
h I 
\ o 
(2') 
In both (2) and (2') the column and row totals are the same as in (1) 
and they have the same meaning. 
If both loci occur on the same chromosome and crossing-over takes 
place, the gametes of an individual Aa/Bb (in the coupling phase) are 
AB, ab, aB and Ab with probabilities, say, J — %W, | — §TF, \W, \W 
respectively (with 0 < W < §). Crossing such individuals with each 
other yields zygotes to which the following table of probabilities corre-
sponds: 
B 
b 
\{W* - 2W + 3) 
K-W2 + 2W) 
K-W2 + 2W) 
i(W -2W+1) 
(3) 
In a similar way individuals Aa/bB (in the repulsion phase) where 
crossing-over takes place will have gametes AB, ab, aB, and Ab with 
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probabilities \W, \W, \ — \W, and \ — \W respectively. The follow-
ing table of probabilities for zygotes yielded by such gametes corre-
sponds to this situation: 
B 
b 
\(W* + 2) i(l - W2) 
1(1 - w2) \w2 
(3') 
In both cases (3) and (3'), the column and row totals are the same as 
in (1), (2), and (2'). If W = 0 (crossing-over does not occur), (3) 
reduces to (2), and (3') reduces to (2'): complete linkage. If W — f 
both (3) and (3') reduce to (1): the two properties are completely in-
dependent. 
Increasing linkage (i.e. decreasing W) appears with respect to 
tables like (1) as an increase of the numbers in one diagonal and a 
decrease of the numbers in the other diagonal, row and column totals 
remaining constant; the contribution from linkage to each cell of the 
table has the same absolute value. 
3. Definition of components o) a two by two table 
We consider a scheme of probabilities like (1), (a scheme with 
probabilities px and Ci for rows and p2 and q2 for columns and inde-
pendence of these probabilities). This scheme (vector) is represented 
by 
P1P2 PiQ: 
A\Pi Q1Q2J 
where p{ + q{ = 1 (i = 1, 2) 
and it is called the basis oj the one-dimensional space of levels. 
It is our purpose to compare a scheme of counts arranged in a two 
by two table: 
Xi x2 
.#3 # 4 _ 
where ^2 x{ = 
or rather of the relative frequencies xjn, with such a level. The ex-
perimental result may suggest that the independence is satisfied, that 
also the proportion p2 : q2 is not a bad description, but that the pro-
portion pi : qi is wrong. 
Then the following scheme may be more likely: 
(pt + a)p2 fa + a)q2 
_(g, - a)p2 (qt - a)q2_ 
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wherein a is a suitably chosen real number. Also in this scheme the 
probabilities for the columns are p2 and q2 respectively and there is 
independence between row and column probabilities. The scheme is 
equal to 
P1P2 P1Ï2 
.?ip2 tfi&J 
+ a 
p% q* 
L—P2 — ?2. 
We call 
a row effect and 
Pi 02 
Pi Qi 
L-Pi - g j 
the basis of the one-dimensional space of row effects. 
Analogously, 
"~Pi - P i 
is called the basis of the one-dimensional space of column effects. 
It may also happen that the independence is satisfied, but that 
both proportions pi : q^ and p2 : q2 are wrong, and that at first instance 
the following scheme seems to be more plausible: 
"(pi + «)(P2 + ß) (pi+ a)(qt - ß) 
.(81 - a)(p* + ß) (?i - «)(?i - /3)J 
(4) 
The chances for the rows are {px + a) and («fr — a) respectively, 
those for columns (p2 + ß) and (q2 — ß) respectively, the independence 
being maintained. But if, in accordance with the customary practice 
in the analysis of variance, we postulate additivity of row and column 
effects, the following vector appears: 
P1P2 Pi 82 
AiPi Q1Q2J 
+ a 
Pi 82 
l_-p 2 -q*. 
+ ß Pi - P i 
P1P2 + oep2 + ßp, 
L21P2 - aP2 + ßq, 
i piqi + ocq2 — ßpi\ 
1 qiqi - aq2 - /3gJ 
(5) 
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In this scheme row and column totals are as desired, but the vector 
(4) is equal to (5) plus 
aß 
.-aß 
-aß 
aß_ 
= aß 1 - 1 
- 1 1. 
The remark in See. 2—last paragraph—may be expressed as follows: 
Table (3) can be written as the sum of (1) and 
3 - 8W - 4F 2 
16 
1 - 1 
- 1 1. 
and Table (3') as the sum of (1) and 
êW2 - 1 
16 
1 
- 1 
So it is plausible to consider a vector 
1 - l " 
- 1 1. 
as representative of linkage, or of disturbance of independence, or, in 
terms of the analysis of variance, as interaction. Therefore we call the 
vector 
r_ii 
_-i u the basis of the one-dimensional space of interactions. We remark that 
in contrast with row and column effects, this basis does not depend on 
the form of the level. 
In (4) and (5) we saw that, if both row and column effects are 
present, and moreover additive, a disturbance of independence with 
respect to the scheme (4) considered as level occurs. The disturbance is 
aß 1 
- 1 
If a and ß are small, this interaction is very small and even absent if 
a and/or ß are zero. Then this interaction is negligible in comparison 
with possible interaction from linkage. 
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Xi/n x2/n 
_x3/n xjn_ 
= ß P1P2 Pi 3» 
-Ç1P2 llii-
+ a 
+ ß 
P* 
Pi -Vi 
-Ci - Ï 1 -
12 
?2_ 
+ 7 1 
_ - l 
- 1 
1 
With these remarks in mind it will be our problem to determine the 
coefficients in the following partition: 
(6) 
where n, a, ß, and 7 are unknown. 
4. The Partition 
The conventional solution of n, a, ß, and y is not simple, because 
the basis vectors on the righthand side of (6) are in general non-orthog-
onal. Orthogonality, i.e. ordinary inner products being zero, implies 
that the components can be obtained from orthogonal projections. 
Orthogonality can be obtained with a suitable choice of the following 
equivalent partition: 
n 
C ^ 
n 
n 
n _ 
= M 
BpiQ2 
0 ? 1 Î 2 
-f- a Ap2 
l-Cp2 
+ 
Api 
LCq, 
-BPl 
Dqu 
+ 7 
Bq2 
-Dq2. 
A 
-C 
-B 
D 
(7) 
The four components are orthogonal, if the 6 inner products, of 
which two turn out to be identical, vanish: 
A2Plpl + B2Plql - eqlPl - D2qiq22 = 0 
A2p\p2 - B2p\q2 + C2q\p2 - D2qlq2 = 0 
A2p<p2 - B2pxq2 - C2qxp2 + D2qxq2 = 0 
A2p2 - B2q2 + C2p2 ~ D2q2 0 
A2Pl + B2Pl - C2q, - D2qt = 0. 
The third equation minus pi times the fourth equation, and the third 
equation minus p2 times the fifth equation, yield C2 = (q2/p2) D2 and 
B2 — (qi/pi)D2 respectively. Substitution in the third equation 
yields: A2 = (q^/piP^D2. If we choose D2 = l/qiq2 , we obtain : 
A2 = — , B2 = — , and C2 = — , 
P1P2 Piq2 qiPi 
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and these values happen to satisfy all equations. 
Substituting the values for A, B, C, D in (7) we get: 
x. X2 
= /* ' P iPa 
P1Q2 
.Vqjfo Vwh. 
+ « 
Pi 
& (Ô2 
L~\gi "\Sl. 
+ ß Vp2 ~Vg2 
/2Î Is* 
+ 7 
1 
P1P2 
1 
Vpiq2 
1 
V21 3a-p 2 V Ç2-I L V<ZlP2 
or putting: pip2 = ^ , p ^ = x2 , q^p2 = x 3 , and qxq2 = TT4 , we obtain: 
#1 X2 
-nVT3 n V ^ 4 -
= M 
.VlTs V7T4_ 
+ 
'Pl tf l 
+ 
VîTa — V ^ i 
+ 
_—Vir, — VTTL 
V i r * — V ^ 3 
(8) 
The four new vectors (in brackets) are perpendicular to each other, 
indeed ( x , ^ = T2X3) . They are moreover unit vectors. The required 
coefficients are thus simply the inner products of the vector [on the left 
hand side of (8)] to be projected, and the vector on which it is projected. 
For example, /u is obtained by taking the inner products of both sides of 
(8) with the unit vector of which ß is the coefficient. In this way we 
obtain: 
P = - Od + Xl + x3 + xt) = 1, 
a 1 f hr3 hc4 jwl \K2 
n\_ Mpi \ p i Mq, \g ,_ 
= — 7 = [(xi + x2)qt - (xt + Xi)pt], 
n v p i ï i 
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or 
In a similar way: 
and 
7 = 
{x 
(x 
Xi 
+ 
+ 
?1?2 
xùqi 
x3)q2 
# 2 
— 
n 
n 
QiV 
(x3 
(x2 
2 
+ Z4)Pl 
+ x4)p2 
X3PlQ2 + X4P1P2 
Substituting these values in (8), subtracting the first term on the right 
from both sides and multiplying both sides by s/n, we obtain: 
'Xi — nxt x2 — nir2~ 
Vwr7 V?wr2 
x3 ~ mr3 Xi — niTt 
+ 
+ 
mr3 V W 4 
[fa + x2)qi - fa + Offi] 
VnpiQi 
[fa + x3)q2 - fa + x4)p2] 
Vnp2q2 
(a;1glg2 - x2q$>2 — x3Pig2 + x4p,p2) 
VnptqiPzqi 
V x 3 V x 4 
— VXt — Vx2_ 
V x 2 — V x i 
x4 — VTTS. 
V x 4 — V x3 
— v V 2 VTi . 
5. Statistical considerations 
x has a multinomial probability distribution: 
n! 
P f a = 
Xj \x2 ! • • • Xk! 
I l Xa Xfc 
X t X2 • • • X t , 
where 
X T ( = 1 and 23 a;,- = n, 
(wi) e (wx2) 'e (TOT») 'e 
or P f a = X, ! a:»,! 
E*< -
n e 
Œxùi 
In Sec. 4 we had the case k = 4 and 2?fa) = wx, 
(9) 
(10) 
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The same probability (10) will be obtained if we formally assert that 
the x{ have independent Poisson distributions with X,- = nx,- and 
probabilities X*'e~x'/a:,! under the condition that their sum is equal 
to ^Xi ; for the sum of Poisson distributed variables has also a Poisson 
distribution with parameter ^X,- (in this case equal to zjniVi — n), 
and its probability occurs in the denominator of P(x), as is proper in 
the case of a conditional probability. 
The same formal assertion implies that Xt = (#< — n x , ) / V n x i 
has mean zero and unit variance. If further nx, is sufficiently large 
(e.g. > 9), the distribution of X, will be approximated by the normal 
(0, 1) distribution. ' 
The vector X that can be represented as a point in a ^-dimensional 
space K, has thus approximately a probability density 
Ce-*'V2.e-x' ,/2 ••• = or X V 2 
however, with the restriction 
* k It k 
^2 X{ = n, or X) X* v W f + 2 nir< = n, or X! ^* V i î = 0. 
• - 1 t - l t - l I i - l 
In other words X is situated in the (k — 1) dimensional subspace of K, 
perpendicular to the vector ( A/X^ , V ^ , • • • , V^ î ) • 
Thus we find the (known) result that 
„2 _ y» (Xi — nwj) 
has approximately a x2-distribution with (k — 1) dimensions (or degrees 
of freedom). 
In Sec. 4 we succeeded in splitting up X (situated in a 3-dimensional 
space) in three perpendicular components each of which has a special 
meaning. From the foregoing it follows that, if E(xt) = nx,-, the square 
of every component vector—which is equal to the square of the co-
efficient belonging to it in (9)—has approximately a x2-distribution 
with one dimension. 
In the light of our definitions in Sec. 3, we can even say that the 
square of the length of the first component has a one-dimensional 
X2-distribution, if only row effect is absent irrespective of whether 
the other effects are present or not. The same is true for the second 
component if only column effect is absent, and the same for the third 
if there are no interaction and not too large simultaneous main effects. 
In other words, each of these components affords us a specific test 
criterion for the null hypothesis that there is no row effect, or no column 
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effect, or no interaction which can be tested independent of the validity 
of the other two hypotheses to a certain extent. The last restriction 
concerns the simultaneous occurrence of considerable row and column 
effects which influences the component for interaction. The numerical 
value of each of these three statistics is thus obtained by splitting up 
the known test criterion X2 for goodness of fit in three terms, the first 
of which is equal to 
[fa + x2)qi - (x3 + xt)pi? 
rvp^qi ' 
the second equal to 
[(xi + xs)q2 — (x2 + x4)p2]' 
np2q2 ' 
and the third is the rest: 
foigig2 — Zagiga — xsp^q2 + xtp,p2]2 
npiqip2q* 
Just as is the case in tests with X2, the critical region in the one-
dimensional x2-distributions will be a one-sided upper critical region. 
Example (Fisher [3]). Counting of seedlings of self-fertilized maize, 
which was heterozygous Aa/bB (i.e. in repulsion phase) with respect 
to two properties, viz. starchy versus sugary and green versus white, 
gave the following results: 
green 
white 
starchy sugary 
1997 
906 
904 
32 
If the properties are independent, then the vector level will be equal to 
"9 
16 
3 
-16 
3 " 
16 
1 
16_ 
with pi P2 = f. 
The ordinary x2-test criterion for these probabilities will be found to 
be equal to 12.21 + 47.13 + 180.19 = 287.69 which is significant, 
e.g. at the 1% level. 
In order to investigate the origin of this discrepancy from our 
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expectation (compare case (3') in Sec. 2), we calculate the squares of 
the coefficients in (9) : corresponding with row effect 
[jfa + x2) - f(x8 + x4)f = [Xj + x2 - 3(x3 + x4)] 
n\-\ 3n 
with column effect 
= 0.65, 
[xi + x3 — 3(x2 + x4)f 
Sn = 0.78, 
with interaction 
\Xi ôx2 0X3 -\- \)x4) no„ 0 „ 
9^ = 2 8 6 - 2 7 ' 
which are the same as those obtained by Fisher. The sum of these 
squares is indeed equal to the value of X2. Further, we see that the 
deviation from our expectation is practically exclusively due to inter-
action or linkage. 
In many cases we have no theoretical indications about the chances 
for rows and columns. Then (and in the case that row and column 
effects appear to be present and a further investigation of dependence 
is wished), the unknown chances are estimated according to the maxi-
mum likelihood method assuming independence between row and 
column chances. These estimates are proportional to the marginal 
totals and imply that X2 has a one-dimensional x2-distribution. 
A more elementary way of approaching this problem and its conse-
quence for X2 and for the partition of X2 runs as follows. Consider the 
set of all possible values of x/n in a 2 X 2 table with the independent 
chances px and p2 unknown and with fixed n. In the subset where the 
marginal totals are fixed, the conditional probability distribution of 
x/n will be: 
_n\ 
x ' ! to2!x3lx4! (vW^{v&)x°(.<liV*)x'(qi<lùXt 
1}_: _*1+Xt Xl+X« W] X1+X3 X.+Z4 
(*i + x2) !(*, + x4) ! Pl qi (Xl + xs) !(*, + Xi) ! P i ?2 
which appears to be independent of the unknown p< . We may there-
fore assume any pt to be true in the multinomial distribution from 
which the conditional distribution in the chosen subset can be obtained. 
I t is thus permissible to assume that in the original multinomial dis-
tribution the Pi are equal to the chosen marginal totals. We saw that 
the unconditional distribution of X with the assumed p, as parameters 
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could be approximated by the three-dimensional normal distribution. 
By imposing the conditions of the considered subset to this X, i.e. 
that the marginal totals of x/n should be equal to the assumed row 
and column probabilities, X will be limited to a one-dimensional space. 
In the subset the conditional distribution of such a X2 will be that of 
a one-dimensional x2- Because this conditional distribution does not 
depend on the marginal totals denning the subset, it is valid in general. 
Further, it follows that by assuming the p, equal to the corresponding 
observed frequencies, the two components for row and column effects 
in the partition (9) of such a X2 will vanish, and that by this very 
choice the square of the component for interaction has a one-dimensional 
X2-distribution. 
In this particular case the component for interaction can be reduced 
by substituting the marginal totals for p,- and g,- to 
yi\%iX4 x2x3) 
(Xi + X2)(x3 + Z4)(Xl + X3)(x2 + Xt) 
or using: xxx4 — x2x3 = ^ (x , + x2 + x3 + £4) — (aà + x2) (xt + x3) to 
I" _ fa + Xa)(Xi + Z3)"j2 
Ui + x2\ lx1+_x^\ (xs + x4\ (x2 + xA 
which will be useful later on. 
Example: If we take the same numbers as in the previous example 
and we suppose nothing to be known about probabilities, the estimates 
of expected numbers are 
~2193.69 707.30' 
. 709.30 228.69. 
and X2 = 17.64 + 54.70 + 54.55 + 169.17 = 296.06, which is much 
more than the 0 .1% point of the one-dimensional x2-distribution 
(10.827). So there is interaction or lack of' independence. The fact 
that the latter X2 turns out to be larger than the former should not 
surprise us, as maximum likelihood estimators do not in general lead 
to a minimal value of x. Therefore it is possible that in this example 
the values p1 = p2 = f yield a lower value of the goodness of fit criterion 
X2 than the values of pi and p, , estimated by the maximum likelihood 
method, do. 
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6. 2" tables 
I t is not difficult to generalize the treatment of 2 X 2 tables to that 
of 2" tables. We indicate the generalization by presenting the case 
n = 3. In that case the basis vector for the space of levels is defined 
to be a three-way table with given probabilities for the completely 
independent rows, columns, and layers (p, + g,- = 1). The probabilities 
for each of the eight cells are then given by Fig. 1. The probability 
for row 1 (back face) is px , for row 2 (front face) qy , for column 1 (left 
side) p2 , for column 2 (right side) q2 , for layer 1 (bottom) ps , and 
for layer 2 (upper face) qs . 
We call a vector row effect if the sum of this vector and the vector 
level looks like Fig. 2. The probability for back space is pi + a, for 
front face (qt — a), for left side p2 , for right side q2 , for bottom p3 , 
for upper face q3 , all these being independent. 
We choose as a basis vector for row effects, column effects, and layer 
effects the vectors represented by Figs. 3, 4, and 5 respectively. 
We call a vector row X column interaction, if the sum of this vector 
and the vector level looks like Fig. 6. The probabilities in the six faces 
are equal to those in the vector level by itself, so that there is no main 
effect in this sum. The chances in the vertical edges are: 
V1V2 + 5 pi?3 - 5 
.qiPi - S qtqt + 8_ 
so that independence between rows and columns is disturbed. Further, 
the probabilities for layers are independent of those for the other 
classifications. 
We choose as a basis vector for row X column interaction, row X 
layer interaction, and column X layer interaction the vectors represented 
by Figs. 7, 8, and 9 respectively. 
Finally, we call a vector second-order interaction if the sum of this 
vector and the vector level looks like Fig. 10. 
The probabilities in the six faces are equal to those in the vector 
level by itself, so that main effect is absent in this sum. The probabilities 
in the twelve edges are also equal to those in the vector level by itself, 
so that there is no first-order interaction in the sum. 
But the disturbance of independence between row and column 
probabilities in the bottom is different from that in the upper face. 
Similar remarks can be made about row and layer probabilities and 
about column and layer probabilities. In other words, the relation 
between any pair of classifications cannot be described without in-
volving the third classification. 
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P I P . 1 L 
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Fig. 1 
Level 
-RR. i P ' l i 
" I JP I - l i l » 
,P.ft- P.<U 
1lP> I.Sl 
Fig. 5 
Basis for layer 
effects 
- 1 . 1
 i s-
, . - P i - - -
«I,-
<WU 
(R^OPiRr ^P.^l'UPä 
te f v~H iP j 
- I A 
.APi 
P.<K - B 1 -
1Ä r^vi» 
JIA 
-PiP. -1lP» 
..Pi Pi— i — ->PiPa 
l iP j ^ P 3 
Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4 
Level + row effect Basis for row Basis for 
effects column effects 
' P i P i f h x _ J p A - s < i 3 
fp,pj*6'p3-
-<b 
>CPl1l-SP3 
I s Pi 
.-
// 
1 
5 i " 
i 
•1» 
' Î I P P ' S < W % j -P» P3 -Pa - 1 . 
Fig. 6 Fig. 7 Fig. 8 
Level + row X Basis for row X Basis for row X 
column interaction column interaction layer interaction 
P,P,<I3=!1 P ,<UV1 
H . f W Ï I r t r f j 
PiPiPa'l- •-RHift-1 
I.PiPs-1 l i l i f V I 
/"• 
J 
— - u 
^ ^6 7 -
I 6 0 -
.175-
SO« 
1 / 
-H9H 
Fig. 9 
Basis for column X 
layer interaction 
Fig. 10 Fig. 11 Fig. 12 
Level + second Basis for second Example of a 2' 
order interaction order interaction table (Roberts e.a.) 
We choose as a basis vector for second-order interaction the vector 
represented by Fig. 11. I 
About the thus defined interactions, remarks similar to that in 
Sec. 3 may be made. If main effects and interactions are present, we 
have in the place of Pip2p3 a chance equal to 
(Pi + «)(P2 + ß)(p, + 7) + 5(pa + 7) + e(p2 + ß) + r(pi + a) + V 
= PiPiPi + ocp2p3 + ßptp3 + ypxp2 + (aß + 8)p3 + (ay + e)p2 
+ (ßy + f)Pi + (af + ße + yS + aßy + r,). 
From this it will be seen that three main effects together introduce 
contributions to all of the four interactions. In that case certain 
first-order interactions may nullify the additional contribution to the 
second-order interaction. If there are two main effects only, there 
will be a contribution to the first-order interaction between them. If 
in this case one or both of the other first-order interactions are non-
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zero, a contribution to the second-order interaction may take place. 
If there is only one main effect and simultaneously an interaction between 
the two other classifications, there will be a contribution to the second-
order interaction. If there are no main effects at all, the second-order 
interaction obtains no contributions from possible first-order inter-
actions. We may conclude that disturbing contributions to inter-
actions may be caused by main effects, but that they will be negligible 
if a, ß, and y are small. The drawback of such contributions is not 
great as it is not our intention to estimate the different effects, but to 
investigate the origin of discrepancies between expectation and ex-
perimental result. 
It will be our purpose to split up a vector of experimental numbers 
Xi/n (i = 1,2, • • • , 8 ; J } , xt = n) into eight components in the direc-
tions of the defined basis vectors. To facilitate this partition, we again 
divide the numbers on similar places by the square root of the probability 
of that place in the vector level. Putting those probabilities equal to 
x,- , we obtain the following formulation of our problem: 
* 7 ^ I *<l' 
w ; vsj 
= /«• 
-\m; 
w ; ' .VHS 
y*——y» 
.wr--4----VBÎ 'VFW; 
I«? yw; 
fb 
-VS7' „vs; 
yrt; 
a. Vnf-
=v*7-
VW5 -VïrT 
"-W 
.•m- -ws Wf^ -Vug 
VFVÎÏPS; 
/ 
m 
mç- vu? 
VA?— 
-Vrfî-
"fcm 
.ys;-
i 
-JW 
m-
V7B' .ym' 
tfT ^WVUFVS 
..M; 
Fig. 13 
Equation (11) : Partition of 2 ' table 
Calculate the coefficients fi, a, ß, • • • »/in the equation represented 
by Fig. 13 which will be called equation (11). All the "cubes" on the 
right-hand side of this equation are orthogonal unit vectors. 
(0bservethat^ = ^ = ^ = ^ and *i = ** = ** = *•.) 
\ 7T? X4 T c 7Tg 7T3 "Kt 7T7 7I"8 / 
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The required coefficients are thus again the inner products of the 
vector on the left side to be projected and the vector on which it is 
projected: 
M = I» 
(Xi + X2 + X5 + Z8)gi — (x3 + Xj + x7 + xs)pl 
a = , 
n 
R _ (xi + x3 + x5 + z7)g2 — (x2 + 0:4 + x6 + z8)p2 
P
 ~ n 
(xi + z2 + £3 + 3u)g3 — fe + xa + a7 + 3g)P3 7 = , 
.. (xi + x5)qiq2 — (x2 + z6)ffiP2 — fe + ^7)^1^2 + (Xj + xs)ptf2 0 = , 
n 
fa + a^gigs - fe + 3«)pig3 — (x5 + a;6)gip3 + (x7 + z8)ffiP3 
.. _ Oi + ^3)g2g3 - (x2 + x4)p2q3 — (x5 + s7)g2?>3 + (xB + :r8)p2P3 
* ~ n 
Xiqiq2q3 - x2q,p2q3 — x3p!q2q3 + S4>iP2g3 
n 
_ x<,qxq2p3 — x^q^pz - x7p1q2p3 + xsp,p2p3 
n 
Substituting these values in equation (11), Fig. 13, subtracting the first 
term on the fight from both sides and multiplying on both sides by V n , 
we get on the left a vector X consisting of numbers (xt — nir.-VvWj 
the square of which is again equal to the well-known goodness of fit 
criterion. X2 has approximately a x2-distribution with 7 degrees of 
freedom, if the null hypothesis that the vector level contains the prob-
abilities for each cell is true. Further, the seven components of X on 
the right are perpendicular, and X2 is equal to the sum of the seven 
squares of these components. Each of these squares has under the 
null hypothesis a ^-distribution with one degree of freedom. 
Now again every component can serve as a statistic for testing a 
specific hypothesis. With the first three components we test a = 0, 
ß = 0, and 7 = 0 respectively, with the following three components, 
the hypotheses 5 = 0, e = 0, and f = 0, under the condition that aß, 
ay, and ßy are negligible respectively, and with the last component, the 
hypothesis r; = 0, under the condition that af + ße + 75 + a/37 is 
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negligible. Each of these hypotheses is tested on the assumption of 
independence of the three classifications. 
The mentioned restrictions do not trouble us if no theoretical chances 
are available. Generalizing the considerations at the end of Sec. 5, 
we take the p, equal to marginal totals with the consequence that 
a = ß = y = 0. If any product aß, ay, or ßy appears to be not negligible 
and a further investigation of interactions is required, it is recommended 
to take the relative pt from marginal totals. 
A more difficult situation will arise if a first-order interaction appears 
to be considerable or if it is expected in advance that any pair of classi-
fications is not independent. This situation is obviously contrary to 
the assumption of independence of the three classifications and will be 
considered in Sec. 8. 
Example: (Roberts, Dawson, and Madden [14].) Crossing mice AaBbCc 
with aabbcc gave numbers represented in Fig. 12, (A in back face, 
B in left side, and C in bottom). In the level p{ was § (i = 1, 2, 3). 
The value of x for row X layer interaction, e.g. is 
€ ( # 1 ~T~ %2 ~T~ X7 ~l~ ^ 8 %3 Xj %5 Xg) 
npiqtfaqs n 
and for second-order interaction is 
7] [Xi - | - X4 ~\- XQ - p X7 X% X3 X5 ~ 
npiqtf&Psqs n 
The seven values for x are: for row effect 
column effect 
layer effect 
row X column interaction 
row X layer interaction 
column X layer interaction 
second-order interaction 
» 
-xH)3 
1.63 
0.67 
1.03 
0.13 
4.25 
0.13 
2.79 
total 10.63 
The one-dimensional x2 bas at the 5% level of significance the 
critical value: 3.84; the 7-dimensional x2'- 14.07. The total x2 is not 
significant. Concluding that the row X layer interaction is significant, 
would be rash: the probability that at least one of seven one-dimensional 
X2 is larger than 4.25 is about 0.24. So there is only a slight indication 
that linkage between A and C may exist. 
I t is not always possible to attach a simple meaning to a second-
order interaction, but in cases like this it could be caused by the fact 
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that one of the eight gene combinations, as a consequence of diminished 
viability, is much less frequent than is expected on account of main 
effects and first-order interactions only. 
About the calculations we can remark the following: x2 for row X 
column interaction can be determined as the interaction x2 in the two 
by two row-column table which can be formed by adding along the four 
vertical edges; the formula for 8 is then the same as that for 7 in a two 
by two table. Thus one can calculate this x2 again from the test criterion 
X2 for this two by two table and by subtraction of the main effects 
for rows and columns. The second-order interaction x2 is found as 
the difference of the test criterion X2 for the 23 table and the sum of 
those for main effects and first-order interactions. 
If the probabilities p, are not known, we take them such that the 
main effects equal zero. In our example we then obtain the value x2 for 
row X column interaction 0.12 
row X layer interaction 4.34 
column X layer interaction 0.14 
second-order interaction 2.69 
total 7.29 
The 4-dimensional x2 has at the 5% level of signiçance a critical 
value: 9.49. The total x2 is not significant. The probability that at 
least one of four one-dimensional x2 is larger than 4.34 is about 0.14; 
so there is a slight indication that linkage between A and C may exist. 
An example of the partition of a 25 table in 31 components is given 
by Haldane [5]. 
7. m X n X • • • tables 
In some particular cases a partition of m X n X • • • tables (and 
even of non-orthogonal tables) may have sense. We indicate the case 
of a 2 X 3 table which can be generalized easily. 
An inquiry into the attitude with respect to a political proposal 
may be summarized in a table of experimental counts: 
men 
women 
for against no opinion 
Xi Xt x> 
Xi X, X, 
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In this case an appropriate definition of a vector level will be: 
V1V2V3 P1P2Q3 V1Ü2 
Lqip2p3 Ç1P2Ç3 ffifc. 
where p( + qt = 1, (i = 1, 2, 3). 
The chances for rows (men and women) are pr and Ci respectively, 
those for columns 1 and 2 together (politically interested), and for 
column 3 (politically not interested), p2 and qa respectively, and those 
of columns 1 and 2, p2p3 and p2q3 (i.e. p3 and q3 under the condition of 
being in column 1 or 2). Moreover, all these probabilities are in-
dependent. Without further explanation we define as basis vector for 
row effect: 
P2P3 
L~p2p3 
P2q3 q2 
-P2Ç3 -q*. 
Column effects will have two basis vectors, one corresponding with 
modifications of p2 and q2 , independence being maintained: 
PiPs Piq3 -Pi 
LqiPi qiq3 - & . 
and one corresponding with similar modifications of p3 and q3 
P1P2 
U1P2 
-PiPi 0 
-qip2 0 . 
or rather Pi 
Ui 
-Pi 0 
- 8 1 0 
(12) 
(13) 
If two such column effects occur together, viz. ß times (12) and y times 
(13) and, if they are additive, we obtain: 
P2 Pi(p2+ß)(ps+^) \ P21 
_g,(Pl+,)(p,+r)+te 
+ 
ßypi 
P2 
P2 
Pi(p2+ß)[q3-z-) Pi(q2-ß) 
9i(q»-ß) 
This is: 
ßy 
P2 
Pi 
U i 
- P i 0 
- 2 i 0. 
less than a level with probabilities Pi , p2 + ß, p3 + y/p2 , etc. With 
respect to this level there is a deficit of ßy/p2 times the column effect 
(13). As ß will be small in comparison with p2 , ßy/p2 , however, will 
be negligible in comparison with y, and even will be zero, if ß or y is 
zero. Similar remarks can be made about simultaneous occurrence of 
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additive row and column effects; there will be disturbances of independ-
ence which will be negligible in comparison with proper interactions. 
We choose as basis vectors for interactions: 
p3 q3 
L-p3 -q3 
which represents the disturbance of independence between row prob-
abilities, pi and gl , and column probabilities, p2 and q2 , and 
1 
- 1 
•1 0 
1 0. 
which represents a similar disturbance of independence between row 
probabilities and column probabilities, p3 and q3. I t will be our purpose 
again to split up a vector of experimental numbers x(/n (i = 1, 2, • • • 6; 
XX' = n) m six components in the directions of the defined basis 
vectors. We divide again the numbers on similar places by the square 
root of the probability of that place in the vector level. Putting those 
probabilities equal to x,- , we obtain: 
%2 x3 
V * TTi nWïï2 » i a 
X4 X5 
-n V ir4 n V7T5 n vVe 
= M 
T 2 T 3 
Ta J 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
ß 
y 
V-ir6 
x 2 — V 7T3 
VpiÎ2<?3 
Vp2p3q3 
s 
VÎT* 
Vpiq2p3 
Vqiq2p3 Vqiq2q3 -
/Jhqr3 - Vpip3 0 
rq\q3 — VçiPs 0_ 
Vqiq2P: 
Te 
Vpip2 
Vqip2 _ 
(14) 
Vqiq2q3 
^ViqW*q2 | __ VpiCsPa - Vpiq2q3 
_ e y/qïq3 - Vqïpi 0 
--Vp7q3 Vplva o_ 
'q&2 
'pïpi j 
Vpiqip2p3q3 
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The six new vectors (in brackets) on the right are orthogonal unit 
vectors. The coefficients are obtained again by taking inner products: 
M= 1, 
a = - [(au + x2 + x3)qx — (au + xs + z6)Pi], 
ß = - [(au + x2 + Xi + x5)q2 - (x3 + xs)p2], 
Y = - [(au + au)g3 - (x2 + x5)p3 , 
0 =
 Z t ( x ' + X^)QIQ2 - x3qtp2 - (xt + Xiuprfi + X0P1P2], 
lb 
Substituting these values in equation (14), subtracting the first _term 
on the right from both sides and multiplying on both sides by V n , we 
get on the left a vector X consisting of numbers (au — wnu)/ Vwxï , the 
square of which is again equal to the goodness of fit criterion. Under 
the null hypothesis that the vector level is true, the square of each 
term on the right has a x2-distribution with one degree of freedom. 
It will be remarked that the x2 for row effect, the first column effect, 
and the first interaction can be obtained as the x2 for the similar com-
ponents in a 2 X 2 table which is deduced from our table by amal-
gamating the columns 1 and 2. The x2 for the second column effect 
and the second interaction are equal to 
[fa + au)g3 - (x2 + x,)p3f a n d (augig3 — a^giPa — auPiga + x5p,p3)2 
p3q3-np2 Piqip3q3-np2 
respectively. They will be obtained as the x2 for column effect and 
interaction in the 2 X 2 table consisting of the first and second column 
[see equation (9)], with the restriction, however, that we do not use the 
experimental total, au + x2 + x4 + x5 , in the denominator, but the 
expected total np2 . 
If there are no theoretical values p< , then we take them such that 
main effects are absent, i.e. from marginal totals (these are also maximum 
likelihood estimations). Then the x2 for the first interaction will be 
found as the ordinary x2 test criterion for the 2 X 2 table obtained by 
amalgamating the first two columns and the x2 for the second inter-
action as the x2 for interaction in a 2 X 2 table consisting of the first 
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two columns, but with row and column probabilities estimated from 
the marginal totals of the whole 2 X 3 table. In this case npa is of 
course taken equal to xl + x2 + x4 -{- x5 . 
Example: The inquiry mentioned in the beginning of this section may 
have the following result : 
men 
women 
for against no opinion 
1154 475 243 
1083 442 362 
(These numbers are taken from Introduction to the Theory of Statistics 
by A. M. Mood, page 273, where they occur as an example of a 2 X 3 
contingency table.) Theoretical probabilities being absent, we calculate 
the two-dimensional x for the whole table with the aid of expected 
values obtained from marginal totals: 
1114.04 456.67 301.29 
1122.96 460.33 303.71 
and we find 26.78. The critical value of a two-dimensional x2 is 9.21 
at the 1 % level. So we conclude that there is association in our numbers. 
In order to investigate the origin of this association, we calculate the 
X2 for the first interaction, which is found as the ordinary x2 from the 
amalgamated table: 
men 
women 
opinion no opinion 
1629 243 
1525 362 
and with expected values also obtained by amalgamation of the calcu-
lated expected values: 
1570.71 301. 
1583.29 303. 
291 
7lJ 
and we find 26.77. By subtraction it follows that x2 for the second 
interaction is equal to 0.01. We conclude therefore that there was a 
difference in interest between the sexes, but that no difference in attitude 
against the proposal could be detected between men and women. 
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In general each one-dimensional x2 in a contingency table, where 
the probabilities for rows and columns are estimated from the data 
and where a similar partition takes place, is connected with one of the 
2 X 2 tables which are obtained by successive amalgamations of the 
data. Such a x is calculated as the ordinary x2 for interaction (as 
derived in Sec. 5) in this 2 X 2 table of which the table of expected 
values is obtained by a similar amalgamation of the complete scheme of 
expected values (estimated by the maximum likelihood method). The 
last results where theoretical chances are unknown are the same as 
those of Lancaster [10] and Kimball [8]. In connection with the fore-
going it may be remarked that the method, suggested by Lancaster 
[11] as an exact one, for calculating x2 in a contingency table where 
cells with small expectations are pooled, does not seem to be correct. 
When pooling of cells takes place it is not correct to say only that 
one or more one-dimensional x2 reduced to zero. If, e.g. in a 3 X 3 table, 
two cells in the same row are pooled, in other words are conceived as 
one cell, these cells do not contribute information about the estimation 
of the probabilities for the columns to which these cells belonged before 
pooling. For the vector level can be described as: 
V1P2V3 
P i & P a 
QiPt 
ViViltVi 
VrtilsVi 
PiPs&g^ 
Pi&gaîé 
Î 1 Ï 3 
with p{ + qt = 1 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). 
The estimation of Pi and p2 takes place from row totals in the same 
way as in the 3 X 3 table. Similarly, the p3 will be estimated from the 
totals of the first column and the total of the second and the third 
column together. But p4 will be estimated from the proportion of the 
totals in what has been left of the second and the third column, namely 
in the first and the second row. In the expressions for several of the 
one-dimensional chi-squares that do not vanish by pooling, the 
(estimated) values of pt and q4 will in general be different from the 
values obtained by estimation in the complete 3 X 3 table. 
The same conclusion follows from the fact that as a consequence of 
such pooling in the complete partition of a 3 X 3 table according to 
main effects and interactions, the basis of column effect with respect 
to Pi will coincide with that for interaction in the 2 X 2 table formed 
by the second and third column on the one hand, and by the sum of 
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the first and second row and the third row on the other hand. Thus 
not only this interaction but also the mentioned main effect should 
vanish in the partition after pooling, in order that X2, which measures 
the discrepancy with respect to a level, as represented here, contain 
three interaction components only. 
8. Further remarks about 23 tables 
Several authors (Kendall [7], Simpson [15]) warn against amalgamat-
ing 23 tables to 2 X 2 tables, even when second-order interaction 
happens to be absent. They demonstrate the possibility: 
(a) that interactions, which in each of the amalgamated classes 
separately tend in the same direction, seem to be absent after amalga-
mation, or 
(b) that the amalgamated classes separately do not show dependence 
between the two other properties, but that they do together. In our 
opinion this warning is exaggerated in many cases and danger threatens 
from another direction. In our view, as has been shown in Sec. 6, 
dependence between two classifications in a 23 table will just be tested 
in a 2 X 2 table obtained by amalgamation in the 23 table, irrespective 
of whether second-order interaction is present or not. 
While second-order interaction is absent, the case (a) may be con-
structed by adding a level, a row X layer interaction, and a column X 
layer interaction. In the bottom of the table this appears as adding 
of a level and suitable row and column effects in a 2 X 2 table so that 
a small interaction occurs in it (see Sec. 3). In a similar way a small 
interaction which will have the same direction appears in the upper 
face. However, in the 2 X 2 table obtained by amalgamation of bottom 
and upper face, interaction will be absent. 
Also, while second-order interaction is absent, the case (b) may be 
constructed in the following way. First we form the sum of a level 
with p3 = | , a row X layer interaction, and a column X layer inter-
action. Because the interactions in the bottom and in the upper face 
of this sum are identical, we can add a row X column interaction to it 
such that both interactions in the bottom and in the upper face separately 
vanish. The 2 X 2 table obtained by amalgamation of bottom and 
upper face shows row X column interaction of course. These dis-
turbing interactions, however, will be negligible in comparison with 
proper interactions due to dependence. 
The danger to which we alluded consists in maintaining the hypo-
thesis of independence in the model of a 23 table and the corresponding 
partition, although a first-order interaction appears to be considerable, 
or independence between one or more classifications can be expected 
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to be impossible in advance. For the discussed x2-test and the partition 
in a 23 table—and with this remark we proceed on what we said in 
Sec. 6—are only justified if the three classifications are independent. 
In a case, e.g. like the example given by Simpson [15] where the 
result of a treatment against a disease is investigated by counting 
dead and alive in males and females, it is not obvious that the prob-
ability of being treated is the same for males and females. 
If one first-order interaction must be taken in account, we have to 
choose a new model to test other interactions. The new model for 
this case is that for a 2 X 4 table. Let the experimental result multiplied 
by n = 53?_i Xi be: 
alive 
dead 
treated 
male 
Xi 
Xz 
female 
Xi 
Xl 
not treated 
male 
Xi 
X7 
female 
Xu 
Xi 
After the choice of a level similar to that in the foregoing section: 
P1P2P3P4 PiPiWi Pï^iPi ÇiPi 
-PiPzPsQi PiP2q3q* p&q* Î I & J 
the basis vectors for interactions may be: 
and 
1 - 1 0 0 
- 1 1 0 0. 
P2P3 
-P2P3 
Ps 
L~p3 
p2q3 q2 
~P2qs -q2 
q* - 1 0 
-îs 1 0. 
For convenience we put the pt as unknown for the rest of this section 
so that no main effects are present. 
With the mentioned example in mind we prefer to define the vector 
level as: 
P1P2P1 Piq2Pi q,p&4 Ç1Ç3P4 
-P lP 2 ?4 P l Ç 2 Î 4 ÇlP3Î4 Çl?3?4 . 
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which is the same as that for a 23 table if p2 
actions may be formed by: 
p3 • A basis for inter-
1 - 1 0 0 
- 1 1 0 0 
and (15) 
V2 q2 —p3 —q. 
—Pi — ?2 Pa ft J 
0 0 1 
.0 0 - 1 
The first of these three vectors represents dependence of death rate 
from treatment, the second and the third represent interaction of sex 
and death rate within the treated and within the not-treated individuals 
respectively. If one prefers to consider dependence between sex and 
death rate and further dependence of death rate from the treatment 
within the sexes separately, one should only transpose the second and 
third column in each of the four vectors. We proceed in the former 
version. 
The last pair of vectors can be replaced in several ways by two other 
vectors, the one representing a common interaction between sex and 
death rate in both treated and not-treated individuals, the other repre-
senting a difference in dependence of death rate from sex between 
treated and not-treated individuals, and, moreover, such that a par-
titioning of X2 in independent components corresponds to this choice. 
We prefer: 
ViPiii — P1P2Ï2 liPsCa —qiPsQa 
-— P1P2Ç2 PlPiqi — ?lP3Ï3 îlPsft. 
and 
- 1 
•1 - 1 
1 1 • 1 . 
The first reason for this preference is that the mentioned difference in 
dependence—which may be called second-order interaction—is repre-
sented by the same basis vector as in the 23 table. A second reason will 
be given in the treatment of the following case. A third reason will 
appear later on. The component of X2 corresponding to the first vector 
of (15) can be calculated as the test criterion in the 2 X 2 table obtained 
by neglecting sex. The computation of the other components will be 
treated in the following. 
It is also possible that two first-order interactions must be taken in 
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account. Let us assume also that an interaction between treatment 
and death rate exists in the discussed 2 X 4 table. We take as a new 
level: 
P1P2P4 V1Q2P* QiPsPi 
QiPaÇs 
which is the same as that for a 2 X 4 table if p* = p5 and as that for a 
23 table if, moreover, p2 = p3 . This level corresponds to that for two 
separate and independent 2 X 2 tables. A basis for interactions may 
be formed by the last two vectors of the set given by (15). 
This pair can be replaced again in several ways by another pair of 
vectors which express a common interaction between sex and death 
rate in both 2 X 2 tables, and a difference between such interactions 
respectively, and which admit a partition of X2 in independent com-
ponents. We choose: 
PiPiÇiPiVi -piPtqwiqi qiP&Ptqt -qiP^p^ 
L - P i P s & P ^ PiP&Ptq* -qiPaqsPsqa CiPsCsPsSsJ 
and 
•1 - 1 
1 1 
The difference in interaction is expressed again by the same vector as 
in the previous cases. The component of X2 corresponding to the first 
vector of this pair is equal to: 
( g g & S i - f o g ^ - q2P4X3+p2P4,X4+q3qixs-p3q5xB~ qsPM+PsPiXs)" 
n(pip2q2piqi+ qip3q3p^) 
According to the end of Sec. 5, this may be reduced to: 
fa - npiPsPt + x5 - nqxp3ptf 
npip2qipiq4. + nqip3q3p&qs 
As we know that a quantity like 
a?i — npiPiPi 
Vnp1p2q2piqi 
(with n sufficiently large) has a standard normal distribution, we may 
consider xx as a normally distributed variable with expectation npip2pt 
and variance nplp2q2Piqi • The component is thus the square of a 
normally (0, 1) distributed combination of two normally (0, 1) dis-
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tributed variables of the considered kind and such that the numbers 
npt and nql have some weight in this combination, indeed, but not 
too much. This balanced combination of statistics for testing independ-
ence in 2 X 2 tables, which is also recommended by van Eeden [2], is 
the second reason for our preference mentioned in the previous case, 
which is obtained by equalizing p5 to p4 and q5 to q4 respectively. I t 
may be remarked that the chosen measure of dependence agrees with 
Kendall's [7] quantities 5 both in the case of a 2 X 4 table and in that 
of two 2 X 2 tables. The common interaction is thus not obtained by 
amalgamating the treated and not-treated classes, but by adding the 
two values of this measure of dependence, and this as a consequence of 
choosing the appropriate model. 
The case where three first-order interactions must be taken in account 
will be considered now. If none of the faces of the original 23 table 
plays a special role in this case, we must have a definition of a level con-
taining three interactions which is independent of the choice of the 
properties allotted to rows, columns, or layers respectively. After 
Bartlett [1] we choose a vector consisting of 7r,- (i = 1 • • • 8) with 
8 
2_, TTi = 1 a n d ^^4X5X7 = 7r2Tr37r5T8 = 7 . (16) 
• - 1 
We remark that this relation was also valid for the levels of the 23 
table, the 2 X 4 table, and the two 2 X 2 tables. Conceiving e.g. 
iri/ir2 : 7r3/i"4 = x1x4/7r27r3 as a measure of interaction in the 2 X 2 
table 
Vi 7T2 
.""3 T 4 _ 
as is recommended for measuring linkage, we see that the relation (16) 
involves equality of interactions in every pair of faces of the original 
23 table. The difference between the experimental vector and the 
maximum likelihood estimate of the level—which cannot be obtained 
in that simple way (i.e. from marginal totals) as in the cases discussed 
till now—will be called second-order interaction again. The corre-
sponding X2 has a one-dimensional x2-distribution because the estimation 
of the level implies the estimation of six parameters. 
The estimates f, are obtained by determination of the maximum 
of the likelihood function: 
8 
C + 23 x< l°g *"i under the conditions (16). 
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Differentiation of the function: 
23 %i log x,- + X(xi7r47r67r7 — 7r2x37r5ir8) — ju( ]C ""<• ~ M 
t - i \ « - 1 / 
with respect to x,- gives the equations: 
P < s *i_±*? _ M = 0 ) (,-=!, 4> 6 , 7) 
and 
P4 = ï i h._ß=s0} (* = 2 , 3 , 5 , 8 ) . 
2Z?_i 71-jPi yields: p = n. Putting Xy = 5, we obtain: 
Xi + 8 = nfi , xb — S — rifts , 
X2 — 5 = 7lTT2 , Xz + Ô = 717T6 , 
x3 — 5 = nx3 , x7 + ô = 7i7T7 , 
a;4 + S = nw-4 , z8 — 8 = n#8 . 
From this it will be seen that second-order interaction is a multiple 
of the vector 
" l - l - l l ' 
- 1 1 1 - 1 . 
here again, namely with coefficient 8/n. By substitution in (16) the 
following equation for S is obtained: 
(*! + «)(*« + S)(x6 + S)(x7 + 5) = (x2 - 8)(x3 - B)(x, - 8)(xs - 8). 
Lancaster [12] showed that the test criterion X2 = (82/n) ]C<-i V*t 
calculated after solution of this cubic equation is asymptotically equal to 
)2 
_^ ._ . . . _ /.. ~\ 
t^r n 
Now the component of X2 aimed at testing second-order interaction 
in the discussed models with no, one, and two interactions is equal to 
the same expression (17) for any n with the restriction only that the 
ir,- may stand for estimates of the true 71-,• occurring in the level of the 
relative model which, however, converge to the true IT,- for large n. 
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We see that the test criterion for second-order interaction belonging to 
any of the four discussed models—on condition that the underlying 
hypothesis expressed by the level is true—is asymptotically the same 
as that belonging to the following level if we observe the order of our 
treatment. This order implied that every model represented a stronger 
assumption about the TT,- than the following models. 
In other words, we may conclude that Bartlett's test of second-order 
interaction (admitting three first-order interactions) is asymptotically 
independent of whether any of these interactions is present or not; that 
our test of second-order interaction admitting two first-order inter-
actions is asymptotically independent of whether any of these two 
interactions is present or not, but is not valid if three interactions occur 
in fact; that our test of second-order interaction admitting one first-
order interaction is asymptotically independent of whether this inter-
action is present or not, but is not valid if one or two of the other true 
interactions is not zero; that the test of second-order interaction as-
suming no interactions (i.e. Lancaster's procedure) is only justified if 
no true interaction occurs in fact; that the value of any of the relative 
statistics is asymptotically equal to those admitting more interactions 
if only the null hypothesis belonging to the first statistic is not too 
narrow in the sense that interactions are supposed zero although they 
are present. This result, an extension of Lancaster's [12] remark, was 
the third reason for our preference in the choice of specific basis vectors. 
Finally, a remark proceeding from a consideration of Bartlett's [1] 
numerical example also discussed by Lancaster [12]. This example 
showed a three-way classification of numbers of root-stocks according 
to time of planting (at once and in spring), to length of cutting (long 
and short), and to success (alive and dead): 
alive 
dead 
at once 
long 
156 
84 
short 
107 
133 
in spring 
long 
84 
156 
short 
31 
209 
Partition of the four-dimensional x corresponding to a 23 table yielded 
95.58 for interaction between time of planting and success, 45.40 for 
interaction between length of cutting and success, 0.00 for interaction 
between length of cutting and time of planting, and 0.07 for second-
order interaction. In connection with these large interactions, Bartlett's 
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and Lancaster's criteria are not equivalent and they will not be expected 
to be equal. If we formally follow the procedure discussed in this section, 
a new model, assuming two first-order interactions, would be needed 
for a further investigation of second-order interaction. We would 
consider these two 2 X 2 tables: 
at once 
in spring 
alive 
long 
156 
84 
short 
197 
31 
dead 
long 
84 
156 
short 
133 
209 
The two-dimensional x, 7.41 (the sum of 6.50 and 0.91) could be par-
titioned in 5.26 for interaction between time of planting and length of 
cutting, and 2.15 for second-order interaction. Bartlett's criterion was 
equal to 2.27, so that the two criteria do not differ much now. The 
difference could be ascribed to a (formal) interaction between time of 
planting and length of cutting. 
But in our opinion the whole procedure (also Bartlett's) seems to be 
wrong in this special example. For equality or unequality of depend-
ence in the two considered 2 X 2 tables has no practical sense and will 
not be an object of investigation in this case. Moreover, the fact that 
the number of root-stocks is equal for all treatment combinations— 
which led up to an interaction x2 exactly equal to zero—suggests that 
these numbers were not random but fixed before the execution of the 
experiment. An interaction between time of planting and length of 
cutting must thus be excluded from the model. For that reason we 
have already referred to this interaction with the term formal. 
In this and in similar cases we have to consider four independent 
binomial distributions defined by four chances x^  , in this example, 
chances of alive according to: 
alive 
dead 
at once 
long 
7T1 
1 — 7T1 
short 
1 — 7T2 
in spring 
long 
ir« 
1 — 7T3 
short 
7T4 
1 — 7T4 
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Here interactions are to be denned again. In the particular case where 
the numbers in every column are equal (as in this example), say n, the 
experimental result may be partitioned as follows: 
4n 
Xi 
_ ^ 5 
X2 
XQ 
£3 x± 
X7 x& 
+? 
+1 
1 
~ 4 
1 ] 
. - 1 - 1 
1 • 
. - 1 
X 
— X 
- 1 
1 
- 1 
1 
1 
X X X 
— X 1 — X i — X_ 
- l " 
1_ 
l" 
- 1 _ 
+ 1 
^ 4 
1 - 1 
- - 1 1 
1 
- 1 
- 1 " 
1. 
This partition corresponds to a partition of the three-dimensional 
test criterion for independence in a particular 2 X 4 table in three 
independent components. The second vector on the right represents 
interaction between time of planting and success, and the third vector, 
interaction between length of cutting and success. The sum of the 
first three vectors on the right is proportional to: 
X + /3 + 7 x + (8 — y x — (8 + 7 
_1 — x — ß — y 1 — x — /3 + Y 1 — x + ß — y 
x — ß — y 
1 -* + ß + yl 
i.e. a vector where vx — x2 = x3 — x 4 , xi — x3 = x2 — x4 and similar 
relations between 1 — x,- are valid. Such a vector where the (positive 
or negative) raising of the chance of alive or of dead by long 
cutting is the same for both times of planting, and where this raising 
by planting at once is the same for both lengths of cutting, seems to be 
a natural definition of the hypothesis no second-order interaction for 
this case. The fourth vector will represent second-order interaction, 
i.e. inequality of the mentioned raisings. The corresponding partition of 
X2 is for this example numerically equivalent to that at the beginning 
of our remark about it. If the numbers in the columns are not equal, 
a first-order interaction, e.g. between time of planting and success, 
can be tested in the 2 X 2 table obtained by neglecting the other classi-
fication (length of cutting). 
A test for second-order interaction will imply then (and also when 
the partition described shows considerable first-order interactions as 
in this example) a maximum likelihood estimation of the x,- under the 
hypothesis of "no second-order interaction," i.e. x, + x4 = x2 + x3 . 
To that end we determine the maximum of the likelihood function: 
C + X) xi l°g *"•• + X) (n> ~ xi) 1°S (1 — ""<) under that condition. 
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Differentiating the function: 
4 4 
X %i lug T{ + X) («i - Zi) l0g (1 - 7T.) + X(TTX - T2 - T3 + 7T4) 
» - 1 i - 1 
with respect to TT,- yields four quadratic equations in xi , 7r2 , T3 , and 
7T4 respectively. The usable solutions (0 < T,- < 1) are: 
T I 
7T2 = 
X 
X 
— 
+ 
n, 
n2 
+ V(x-
2X 
V(x + 
2X 
«o2 
n2)2 
+ 4Xz, 
— 4Xa;2 
A 
Jl 3 
^ 
x + 
X -
n3 
n4 
— 
+ 
V(x + 
2X 
V(x-
n3)2 
n4)2 
- 4Xa;3 
+ 4Xx4 
Ti = 2X 
Substitution in the relation between the 7r,- yields the following equation 
forX: 
' V(« i - X)2 + 4Xxj + V(n 2 + X)2 - 4Xa;2 
4 
+ V(n 3 + X)2 - 4Xz3 + V(«4 - X)2 + 4Xx4 = X «.• 
« - 1 
from which a solution different from the trivial solution X = 0 is required, 
unless an approximate solution which may be given by 
%2 i %3 %\ ±1 I ^2 I 
?ii n2 n3 n4 
Y> Xijuj — a:,-) 
hi nSi 
and which can be improved by usual methods, is exactly zero. In 
that case the solution of X is zero. 
In Bartlett's example this approximate solution of X was equal to 
4.91. This could be improved to 4.92078. Solving the T, with the help 
of this value gave the following table of expected numbers: 
'157.11 105.78 82.89 31.56" 
. 82.89 134.22 157.11 208.44. 
The one-dimensional x for second-order interaction according to our 
definition of no second-order interaction appeared to be equal to 0.082. 
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